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The world community has two important problems – ecology and energy and their relation. The first problem is exhaustion of traditional natural energy resources of ears. The second problem is ecological disturbance. This problem is conditioned of need for production rise and energy consumption for development of civilization.
This problems can be combine into one energy ecological problem of human. It is the major scientific and technological sum of contemporaneity. And new perspective of development of civilization depend on solution of this problem.
Modern world community organize confronting relation between energy and ecology. Power industries work for fast profits, that is why ecology question to take up second place. But government and community put limits on unecological work of power industries using various methods. There are power engineering specialist and ecologist have been had different purpose for this time. Almost always power industries was culprit of ecology problem which is not has been solving or will not be solve ever. The result of solve of energy ecological problem is exception of disparity between problems(ecological and energetic) but certainly not define more priority one. Heart of the problem is find general solve of energy ecological sum for all human “all nations all federations all planets and all world!” 
Energoecology is the global problem which must be solved complexly. It is one of priority problems of modern generation which would be solved the nearest 30-50 years. Today it is possible to define the purposes of energoecology. First of all, it is the development of energysaving approach and introduction of this approach in economy, technics, culture. The energy potential of the Earth is limited. Mineral resources will suffice for a short period. And losses of these resources are catastrophic. Energy losses and harmful troop landings strike blows on world ecology and economy. Thus, it is the most important modern problem which must be solved.
With the development of our society it become necessary to increase the efficiency of use natural resources. It is necessary to take new untraditional decisions. This decisions must solve the problem of energy shortage in short period and with the minimal expenses. Also it is necessary to modernize energetic, according to requirements of XXI century. The priority of modernization of energetic must be the introduction of energy efficacious technologies and development of renewable energy sources. This situation will stimulate the development of energy machine-building enterprises. The enterprises can realize new ecology energetic technologies, lead these innovations to potential customers. Today innovative activity of these enterprises is very important.
In conclusion it was desirable to say that the decision of energy ecological problem depends on understanding of this problem and desire to solve it.


